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A NOTE FR0\4 6-0-6

This issue of our newsletter, the last one for 1988, we have nainly dedicated
to reporting on the South Pacific Regional Meeting of Readers of The LIRAI{TIA
Book, held at Ranelagh House, Robertson, N.s,w. 10th - 14th october L9gg.
There is no doubt in the rninds of the people who attended that it was a great
success but one that has left us lost for words to describe the real experience.
It is a real credit to the organizers Kathleen and Trevor Swadlirrg, Willian
Wentworth and Neil Francey.

We briJlg you Kathleents report and a few of the presentations gi.ven at this
neeting. Due to lack of space we will hold the rest of the presentations over
to the next issue of Six-0-Six.

The 6-0-6 wishes all of you a safe and joyous Christmas and New Year. We like
to take this opportunity to thank all our readers for their continued support
during 1988 and are looking fonuard to strenghteniag the bond.s of friendship in
1989, our 10th year of publication.

(( thsught for the month "

"Though you cannot find

of the indwelling spirit,

by life, through universe

stand in the presence of

God by searching, if you will subnit to the leading
you will be unerringly guided, step by step, life
upon universe, and age by age, until you finally

the Paradise personality of the Universal Father".

The URAITtrTIA Book
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A PSAIM OF LIFE FIJI PRESENTS
- 

by Isiret i  u. Racule

Greetings of "Bula Vinaka,' frqn the Islands of Fiji to
you our brothers and sisters in Australia and neighbour
nations of Planet 606, Urantia, assenbled here, irr this
nansion home Ranelagh, Robertson, this day and week. We
hrelcome you, into our hearts and love!

l4arica (lr,tartha) my dear wife (i.n absentia, in Boruryrigg,
N.S.W.)  and I ,  I s i re l i ( I s i ) ,  b r ing  to  you in  person the
hopes and best wishes of the LIiAI,ITIA Book readers of Fiji,
that the Pacific Regional l,leeting, 19gg of Australia be a
success and a najor step forward in the devetopment and ad_
vancenent of the Gospel of Jesus in the forrn of The URAI,ITIA
Book for the planet, this day and age, _ the Fatherhood of
God and the Brotherhood of l,lan.

Fiji, a little nore than 1S0 years ago, becane a Christian
country of two rnajor sects of Christianity, _ Methodist, a
liberty rnoderated Church in 1g35, and Ronan Catholic, a tra_
dition and ritual laden one, in 1g44, whose world leader we
larow, has always been the pope in Rome. And, we lcrow, t@,
that Christiani.ty, a world religion, established by paul,
nineteen and a half centuries ago, is today so sect_laden
with so nuch unnecessary differences of opinions and con_
ceptu:ll beliefs, that the peoples experience no unity and
harmony in the churches of Christendon. 

(

The standard of church rm:sic in the Fiji Christian
churches is very high, and being the language of the uni_
verses and the paradise Havona worlds is full of lfngering
harmony with no discord. But, in the Christian churches
themselves, let alone other religions, there is a lot of
discord and harmony throughout life for alrnost 2000 years.
llle truly hope, that such a state of disharmony and disunity
will someday lift and be lifted, and we loow too well that
Urantia at the monent is still tnder rquarantiner as the
result of the Lucifer Rebellion, and when this shall be
lifted no one lqows.

We as lrantians, tnembers of the Brotherhood or not, have,
been a&nonished by the nidwayer cqnnission (in the 77 Jesus*
Papers L20 - 196) that we should remenber well to keep whole
and never be divided into sects, keeping jn nind the Chris_
tian slogan: "A house divided agaiast itself carnot stand!!,,
(For '\rnitedt' we stand, and "divided" we fall! ) _
Urantians, all, be united always and forever, in the
Fatherhood of God ard the Brotherhood of lrtanl I

I{ay God be with us all in this great Conference! ! !

Tell me not, in nournful nunbers

Life is but an ernpty drean,

For the soul is dead that slunbers

And things are not what they seem.

Life is real!  Life is earnestl

And the grave is not its goal.

Dlst thou art, to dust returnest,

Was not spoken of the soul.

Not enjoyment, and not sorrorrr

Is our destined end or way;

&'rt to act that each tcrnorrow

Finds us farther than today.

Art is long, and time is fleeting

And our hearts though stout and brave,
Still, like nuffled dreams, are beating
Fwreral narches to the grave.

In the worldrs broad fi.eld of battle,
In the bivouac of life,

Be not like dunrb, driven cattle

Be a hero in the strife.

Trust no future, howe'er pleasant!

Let the dead past bury its dead!

Act - act is the living present!

Heart within, and God o'erhead!

Lives of great men all renind us
We can make our lives sublirne,

And, departi-ng, leave behjnd us
Footprints on the sands of time;

Footprints, that perhaps another

Sailing over life's solemn nain,
A forlorn and shiprrrrecked brother,
Seeing, shall take heart again.

Let us, then, be up and doing,

With a heart for any fate;

Still achieving, still pursuing

Learn to labour and to wait.

Longfellov

Presented by Peter Webb at the South

Pacific Regional Meeting of uMl.lTIA

Book Readers , October 1988.

Vinaka !
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REPORT

MEETING

ON

OF

T}IE SOUTTI PACIFIC REGIONAL

READERS OF T}IE TJRA]"ITIA BOOK
Day ? - T\resday was the real springboard into the thene.

This day was coordinated by William Wentworth who arranged

with a representative of every colntry present, to give a

presentation on their country and on events with The URAIITIA

Book in that comtry, The countries present were Australia,

New Zealand, Fi j i ,  Tahit i ,  Hong Kong, France, Swiizerland,

England, Finland and the USA. Each presenter reflected his

or her om cultural flavour, but their comnitnent to the

revelat ion was unif ied.

The quality of the experience left an impression too deeP

for words and certainly sought to strengthen our bonds with

all mankind. I shall leave it to William to give a more de-

tailed sunnary of this day.

Day 3 - Wednesday. This was a day of leasure and rela:tation.

A bus took us on a tour of the surrounding district and stop-

ped at some beauti.ful locations for our visitors to see uhat

a lovely country this is, We ate a picnic lunch near a river

and drove back to Robertson early afternoon, People broke up

to wander around the lovely gardens of Ranelagh House,

see the animals held in a small reserye, swim or sleep.

Late afternoon was taken up with scrne informal study and

discussion around The URANTIA Book, In the evening we had

a "trivial pursuit" of The URANTIA Book, We broke into teans

of 6 or 7 and attempted to answer a series of questions con-

cerning the book. This was certainly a lot of fwr and pro-

duced much witticism and side-splitting laughter. After that

we had a talent night where nn:sic and poetry was shared. We

were fortr.urate to have in our rnidst Urs Ruchti fron Switzer.-

land who is a concert pianist and who kirdly perforned for

us and consequently sent our souls soaring.

Day 4 - Thursday. This was a day of thoughtful presentations

and discussions by various i,ndividuals. Ken Glasziou frcrn

Queensland presented a topic on the scientific content of

The LJMl,lTIA Book. This was well presented and extrenely in-

teresti-ng. Trevor Swadling fron Sydney presentd a topic on
'survival statistics' which gave everyone much food for

thought. As Betty Glasziou comnentd at the end: "It has

jolted us out of our complacency''. Both Ken and Trevor have

prepared detailed sunmaries of their presentations to place

in the 6-0-6 Nervsletter.

The afternoon was filled with presentations by repres€nta--

tives of the IJRAI.ITIA Brotherhood. l"lary Lou Hales, a one-time

Forun nember, shared with us sone of her experiences of the
"olden days" in the IJRA|,ITIA Movenent. She certainly added a

tone of wisdom and composure to the day. Dave Elders, the

president of the uRAl,lTIA Brotherhood gave us his philoso-

phical viewpoint on the purpose of the URAI.ITIA Brotherhood

and the advantages of having such an organisation. He used

a sketch of an upside-doun triangle to support his ideas

with the URAIITIA Formdation and Brotherhood at the base re-

presenting a supportive ro1e, with the societies, study

groups and indlviduals working their way to the top respec-

october 1oth-14th 1988

THEME: OJLTUML DMRSITY Al,lD SPIRITIIAL LJNITY

by Kathleen Swadling

I would like to give a brlef outline of the events at

our recent South Pacific !,leeting , even though it nay be

hard for the words I use to convey the meaning and value

of the whole experience, I'rn sure everyone who participated

will agree that it was an "evont of a lifetime". As Neil

Francey said in his closirg csments: "ltlerll all find our-

selves simply saying to people 'you should have been there"',

and this is so true. There's no substitute for experience.

Nevertheless I shall endeavour to surnarise the week and

share with you a glfunpse of its value.

Day 1 - l"tonday was nainly filled with arrivals, reunions,

registrations and generally settling in. It began with a

bit of arxiety at the Sydney airportas theplane carrying

the bulk of our Anerican friends, travelling fron Cairns,

was delayed due to nechanical problens. However, they

arrived only one hour late and the bus, whi-ch we hired,

transported a merry crew down to Robertson. lrteanwhile, in-

dependent arrivals were happening throughout the morning

at Ranelagh House. This venue chosen proved to be a tre-

nendous success, It is an o1d nanor house which was built

in the 1920 era and which can accomodate up to a hundred

guests. Everyone was impressed by the quality of the house,

the roons, the service and the food, all at a reasonable

1ow price. Orr thanks to Ian Etnore for suggesting it. It

was perfect for the occasion; all our physical needs were

taken good care of , which left us free to explore more irn-

portant natters, We had a brief introduction session where

the basic thene of cultural diversity and spiritual unity

was introduced. A brief explanation of the programne and

general goals were explained. We were hopfurg that by usirg

this opportunity of getting to lsrow readers fron around the

world and sharing our different cultures with one another,

we would gain more of an understanding of each others'ways

which would bring us a step closer to the international

union of URAJ.ITIA Book readers and the breaking down of na-

tional barriers, which is so desperately needed for a true

Brotherhood of t"bn under the Fatherhood of 6od.

I feel that goal was achieved in the hearts of those who

were present. The evening was passed with nuch socializirg

and the first shoring of a nunber of videos which Berkeley

Elliott brought with her. These videos (rnore comonly lnom

as nurlti-nedias) are top value and have a lot of thought,

tirne and effort put into them by uRA}{TIA Book readers in

the United States.



tively. It r.ras the nost sane erplanation Itve ever heard

for the justification of an organisation and hopefully Dave

will present a suilutry for us to include in the 6-0-6 News-

letter. John llales spoke on the more physical aspects of the

organisation and was bonbarded with nany questions. Berkeley

EUiott spoke briefly on the Internati.onal Fellowship Con-

mittee. Ird like to mention here that the quiet, unobtrusive

efforts of this wonderful wonan largely (if not wholly) con-

tributed to the actual corning together of so nany on the

international scene. thnility, unpretentiousness, genuineness

and a good sense of htnpur rrrere outstanding features (in ny

opinion) of these URAIIIIA Brotherhood spokesmen, I think nany

of us felt that the organisation is a planetary one - not an

Anerican one - after this day. It will be the i-nput frqn all

countries concerned that will nake it a truly world-wide

movenent.

Thursday evening uas 'foot tappin tirnet. An Australi.an bush-

band "Sunup" played for us and taught us nany new terms such

as rstr ip the wi11ow', 'dosey doet and the heel toe polka. A

good time was had by all. It was a good opportunity to work

off sorne of the good food we'd been eating. Next morning saw

nany wounded bodies as unexercised calf nuscles hindered

sone of our novements.

Day 5 - Friday. How nany of us awoke this norning with sad-

dened hearts that it was aLl coning to an end rnuch too soon?

But to quote a verse fron a song by Paul Stookey:

"And I was wondering if you had been to the rnountain

And Looked at the valley below,

Had you seen all the roads tangled down in the valley

Did you know which way to go?

For the nowrtail strean runs pure and clear

And I wish to ny soul I could always be here.

Therers a reason for living way down in the valley,

But only the nountain lsror.rs."

Perhaps this week was like a visit to the nountain and

helped us to see nore clearly which of themany tangl.ed roads
we nust take while living our day to day lives in the valley.

Friday norning saw the last of the presentations. One frorn
Chris Moseley fron England on prospects for a world religion.
}that a well thought out and excellent presentation this was.

Chris has a broad general knowledge of state and religious

affairs around the world, which made his talk extrenely in-
teresting and stimulating. The other presentation was by

Peter Webb frcrn W.A. on the truth in all religions.This was

a very thoughtful and sincere presentation as Pete got to

the guts of diferentiating between facts, neanings and values.
This stirulated nnrch discussion and sharing of personal ex-
periences. The rest of the day was involved wi.th photographs,

preparations and farewells.

So ended a fantastic event, but one which will rsruin
dear and true to us all forever nore, This opporanity to
nake friends with people frqn all over the world cormitted
to this fifth Epochal Revelation gives one a feeling of
hope and purpose, confort and security, faith and trust;
a feel ing of planetary unity and cit izenship. Therers a
huge task ahead of us as individuals and as meribers of
groups. If we remain true to the highest within us and
united in spirit with our fellows, I feel sure bre can ser
this revelation on the road to success. The uMl{TIA Book
does confidently claim that the teachings of Jesus will
one day rule this very world, A1l epochal revelations are
designed to upstep our evolutionary spiritual progress on
a planetary sca1e, but it rests heavily on us rnortals as
to the degree of i ts success,
I 'United we stand, divided we fal l ' t ,  Letrs st ick together
with this revelation so hre can check or support one another
as r{e attempt to live the truths we have gleaned from
this amazing book.

I t r s
curse

better to light a candle than
the darloess,

NEW RELEASE FROM TTIE JESUSONIAI\i FOUNDATION

Introduction to The UR/NTIA Book

A dedicated tean of writers and scholars has developed
a new introduction to The UMNTIA Book. This 1? page colour
brochure provides new readers with a clear ovenriew of the
subject natter contaired in the book. This introductory bro_
chure helps you:

Erelain The URAI{TIA Book to non-readers

Initiate contact with potential readers
Project a positive image

Explain who wrote the book
Establish credibility

Ccnrnunicate with confidence

Deal with hostile inquiries

Itlotivate others to read The URAIJTIA Book
The price for this 12 page colour brochure is low, pro-

vidi-ng people an inexpensive professional introduction to
leave with new readers.

Six-0-Six has ordered 100 copies and these shoul.d be
available next year to our readers.
We have also ordered 100 copies of the nagazire rThere is
Life After Death". We will send these out to the people who
have ordered thern as soon as they arrive. Further orders
wil l  st i l l  be taken.



A SERVICE PERSPECTIVE OF INDIVIDUAL

ATID ORGANII ZATIONAL RELATI ONSHIPS

A talk given by David Elders at the Pacific Regional

Irleeting of readers of The IJRAI'ITIA Book

Ranelagh House, Robertson, Australia 13 0ctober 1988

t'Concerning irsight, the recognition of moral values

and the discerrunent of spiritual meanings, alL that the

huunan nind can do is to discover, recognize, interpret,

and c  h  o  o  s  e . "  (p .  2094:10)

''Io a nan with a hanmer, the whole world looks like

a nail!il Anonynous.

What we each believe sonething to be and what it really

is are often two very different things. For exanple, when

one person calls another person an "American" or a "French-

nan" or an "Australian", it is often meant to suggest a ste-

reotypical view of who that person is. But, i-n reality, all

that is really being said is where the person was born (not

of his,/her choice, incidentally) or their current place of

residence. However, once said, the national 1abel is a pre-

judice or bias which to some degree acts to control the re-

lationship that person has with others. Since no one person

ever fits the stereoty?e anyway, it is only through inter-

action on a personal level with the labeled person that the

bias can drop away to be replaced by a relationship now

less enctunbered by preconception. But what has really

changed? I would suggest that the only change is in the at-

tj.tude of the person tenpted to label another (using a label

nay just be an easy way to avoid having to think about a

person very nuch).

Perhaps the sane is true about what an organization is

as well. Since an organization is not a person, but a nech-

anisn, it i.s not self-acting, In the end, a1l organizations

are reaily a collection of persons acting in scrne agreed-

upon way, together. Fear of an organization is nisplaced;

rather, any anxiety with regard to organizational intent or

action uould better be directed toward the people who com-
prise it. As il the exanple above, however, we should not

be tempted too quickly to tabel the organization either
good or bad, either useful or dangerous. If we fear it, we
are already its slave and have fulfilled our oln prophecy

by the attitude we adopt, which nay not necessarily repre-

sent the way it really is. If we approach organization with

the attituCe of using it as a mechanisn to serye a particu-

lar purpose or fwrction, we are in a position to master both

the nechanism and our hunan tendency to abuse it for the

control of others (wtro may wtwittingly participate in the
process by fearing organization).

How we look at URAI.ITIA Brotherhood and uRAl,lTIA Forndation

organizations exernplifies how a change in attj.tude can
seemirgly transfer these organizations fron tools of power
and control into nechanigns of service. On diagram A, the
various relationships between these organizations and the

individual readers of The IJR.A,I'ITIA Book are depicted hierar-

chically i-n the normal hwnan, business v,ray. URANIIA For.urda-

tion is at the top, apparently in full control of the work

of the individuals who ccrnprise the entire reader conmr.nity,

thereby doing just wiat the book warns against, tempting us

to divert our service frcrn each other and God to the organi-

zation itself. However, diagram B shows what happens if we

change our attitude toward and view of these organizations

to be nore in line with their stated purpose and reason for

existence. In this view, what I have termed a "service vie#',
each of the organizational elenents serve the levels above
thernselves, ultimately serving each individual in hisr/her

relationship with God, and the God in each and every other.

In this model, the organizational element most closely tied

to the evolutionary soil in which the revelation was planted

is IJRAI.ITIA Foundati-on, that organizati.on responsible for the
preservation of the text and the seryice marks designed to
identify the originally-given naterial as nechanisms to pro-

tect it fron nisuse and distortion. Their work support.s di-

rectly IJR.dr,lTIA Brotherhood, whose task it is to help with
"the study and dissemination of the teachings of The uRAl.lTIA

Book ... through the nedirm of fraternal association...', and,
as a result, all the study, sharing, personal relationship

levels above. In this way, all the work is designed, ulti-

nately, to serve(not ruurage or control) the integrity of 
\

each individual to relate directly and without i,ntermediarv

with God.

Just as the potential of spirit existence resides in the
nortal creature of anfunal origin and action, so the poten-

tial for tnre, collective service resides in the nechanism
of the organization. In both cases, it is by our choosing

that the potentials are realized. Fear is a poor motivation

il both cases, and leads to the Nrong achievenents-conti.nued

animalistic behaviour in the person, abuse of power and con-
trol in the organization. The right attitude, however, will
facilitate the proper choices enabling us together to use
our organi.zations as a neans to do our work on behalf of ,.
this revelation.

One fhal thought on this subject: If we tend to view the
existing organizations now predoninantly fwrctioning iJl
Anerica as rrArnerican" and tie that view into the control

model of organizational risk depicted in diagran A, we can-

not achieve the dream of beconiag a tnre planetary denon-

stration of the ability of these teachings to enable us to
overcorne virtually every obstacle to working together. We,
thereby, will have.allowed our fear to make our decisions

for us and will have fulfilled our own prophetic concerns.

If, however, we adopt an attitude toward these sane organi-
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zational entities of utilizing thern as the worldwide skele-

tal framework and support nechanism for our collective

cooperation, and begir to identify ourselves as planetary

citizens corprising a planetary organization with the pur-

poses as stated, we can fulfill that vision, too, through a

conscious decision-rnaking process. Fear forces us to inter-

act with reality in a protective node to avoid taking risks;

seeking a higher goal allows us to interact with reality in

a rnore creative rnanner, so that we may actualize the poten-

tials which exist. The quotations at the beginning of this

paper seem to tell the tale.

Over the ccming years, many groups - good, bad, and'in-

different - will seek to identify thenselves with The

ITRANTIA Book and cLaim its truths as their own. By coming

together, volwtarily, in a single planetary organization

expressive of our willingness to identify with a larger

group of hunankind, socially, at a level above the nonnal

separators of language, race, national origin, and differ-

ences of opinion, etc,, we have a unique opportunity to

demonstrate to the world at large our cqmitnent to the

suprerne principles of tme cooperation so clearly eluci-

dated in the book, At the sane time, those other snaller

orgarizations, whatever their value and notivation, will

csne and go as the personal erpression of si.ngular or srnall

gmups of like-minded individuals, but by.virtue of the

existence of a planet-wide organization comprised of nany

different people. The LRAI.{TIA Book will not be so easily

labeled - such as "Anerican", or "Christian", or "Ilestern",

or "Evangelists", or "Promoters", or "hlhite", or "Comer-

cial",  etc. - thereby naking i t  less accessible to other

nsnbers of our planetary conmunity who may thenselves have

identified with groups.

We nust work together to prove to others that this teach-

fug can enable us to transcend our surface differences, as

it would seem revelation is meant to do. Since we are born

into absolute diversity (by virtue of our unique personali-

ties) and are seeking unity, it would seern that the oft-spo-
ken risk of unifornity is slight. If we presrme unity as al-

ready achieved and seek instead to expand our outer differ-
ences, we nay experientially achieve neither tnre personali-

ty diversity nor,unity. If with our help our organization
achieves its intended purposes, to serve as collective sup-
port for the integrity of each.person's unique reach torsard

God, we may be able to achieve and fu1ly experience both the

very r.rrity and diversity of personality as sons and daugh-

ters of a comnon Father. If we keep our vieupoint aligned,

re will renember that both The IJRAITITIA Book and its associ-

ated organi.zations are not ends in themselves, but

sinply neans.

FRO\4 OUR MAILBAG

Greetings,

Hi. to those of you whcrn I have net and those whcrn I have

not! Wish I were able to cone jn October to your South Paci-

f i c  Conference to  neet  you a l l ! !  Bu t ,  a las ,  no t  th is  t i :ne . , ,

Six-O-Six is, by far, one of the nost thoroughly enlight-

ening vehicles of information and fonn for stirm:lating

thought G discussion, that Irve encourtered! The articles

and topics certainly are nind-stretchers and thought-idea-

stilrulants! A desire to encourage you to continue this news-

letter is the notive behind this letter!

I don't have the particular paper in front of ne, but

want to thank the person who shared the "dream of Thought

Adjuster arrival" a few nonths ago, At the tirne I received

this paper, I was attending Unity School, near Kansas City,

Missouri, USA. I photocopied the article and shared it with

nore than 25 people!

Your newsletter is circulated around our Incenders (loca1

study group) and scrnetimes I lose one. I always regret that,

because I often refer back to previous articles. I have

searched my back issues for the one with the "case against

reincarnation" and the one comparing the figurine of the

old Chinese nan with VAl,{ of The URANTIA Book, unsuccessfully.

It would be appreciated rnore than I can say if you could

photocopy the back issues with the information about rein-

carnation in it, and send it to me. Sumer or Fa1l L987

issue, I think. Thanks.

I especially appreciate the i.nclusion in your paper of

sone of the nost outstanding articles fron other uRAl.lTIA

Book newsletters fron around the world.

Enclosed is a little something to help defray postage

costs. I get so nuch out of your newsletter I certainly

want to insure that it continues to cone to mel

Pati je Mil1s, Sarasota, FL. USA

Editors note:I particularly want to share this pat on the

back with all our wonderful contributors and hope it is an

encouragement for many of our readers to keep on writing!

FOLLOI\I-IJP TO STOCKHAUSEN'S OPERA

The English magazine 'Gramophone' reported
in its August 1988 issue that Deutsche Gram-
mophon released 'Donnerstagr from the opera
'Licht' on CD. The work is 211 minutes and is
on four discs.
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SCIENCE A\D T}IE URANTIA BOOK

Surnary.of Scientific And Historic lttaterial That Appears To
Have Required Access To Certain Knowledge

Presented at the South Pacific Regional Meeting of

Readers of The IjRAIITIA Book, b1, llr. (en T. Glasziou

The URA}{TIA Papers were received in 1934 and published in
book form in 1955. There are nany itens. of a scientific or
historic nature about which definite statenents are nade in
The LJRAJ.ITIA Book, and about r{hich mankind had no certain
lcrowledge during the pre-publication period. l,tany of these
items have since been fowrd to be either correct or to now
coircide with current scientific opinion. This paper sunna-
rizes some of these i tens.

DAYS AND DATES

In the section coveri.ng the life of Jesus, various dates
can be associated with a parti.cular day of the week. Orr
calendar has changed considerabJ.y since those times such
that it would be a Herculean task to attenpt to correctly
assign the day of the week to a particular date without the
r; I  r f  a computer, Even with a computer, this is st i l l  an

.is task. Dr. Itatt Neibaur has done this for eight dif_
'.:t dates and found that i.n each case The LJRAIITIA Book

;ias named the correct day of the week for those dates. The
chances of succeeding through guesswork alone are one chance
in more tha-n 5 ni l l ion-

Reference: Computer analysis of dates in The LJRAITITIA Book,
Irl. Neibaur, Proc. First Scientific Spnposium of LRANTIA Book
Readers, Nashvi l le Teruressee. (1988)

.Jt OF BETHI^EHETI

The URAITIA Book states that the source of the biblical
account of the Star of Bethlehern (of three wise nen fane),
was conjr:nctions of the planets Saturn and Jupiter in the
Constellation of Pisces on May 29, September 29, and Decem-
ber 5 of the year 7 B.C.

British astronorner, David lfughes has plotted the planetary
circuits backwards frcrn their present positions to verify
these conjunctions actually took place. This was a Herculean
task even with the aid of a cdrputer.

References: "lthy I beli.eve The URA].ITIA Book,', H. Mclt_rllen,
(1986), (Asoka Foundation Publications, Oklahoma City, 0K)
"The star of Bethtehern", David Ffughes, (1979)

PARTICLE PFIYSICS

In a paper received in 1934, The UIIAI{TIA Book (p. 479) has
described the weak force carrier, the release of tiny neutral
part icles (antineutr inos) in radioactive beta decay, the re-
lease of more tiny neutral particles during gravitational

collapse of rnassive stars (neutrinos), and the existence of
a then unl,ilown Strong nuclear force.
The existence of the weak force carrier was dernonstrated in
1983, the existence of neutrinos was confirmed in 1956, the
existence of neutron stars whose fornation gives rise to ttre
release of vast quantities of neutrinos was confirtned by X-
ray telescope in 1967, and the theory of the strong nuclear
force involr'ing quarks and gluons becane accepted theory du-
r i rg  the  la te  1970 's .

Reference: "Two Remarkable trredictions',, K.T, Glasziou,
6-0-6 Newsletter, vol 9 (no 3), 1989; (also avai lable in The
Brotherhood of lr,lan Librarv) .

CONTINENTAL DRIFT

The LJRANTIA Book states r.rnequivocally that all land on
earth was joined togethei jn one huge continent that ccrn-
menced to break up 760 million years ago, and was followed
by a long period of continental drifting during which land
bridges were repeatedly formed and broken.

The concept of continental drift was rejected by nost
geologl.sts aad geophysicists until examjration of the ocean
floor at the nid-Atlantic Ridge during the late l9S0's and
early 1960's revealed that the Earth's crust is being melted
and forced upwards resulting in ocean floor spreading, hence
continental drift.

Until recently, the date of comnencenent of break up of
the single large continent was placed at about 200 million
years ago. Currently' this date has been revised and pushed
back to between about 600 and 800 rnillion years ago as stat-
ed in The URANTIA Book.

References: The URAIITIA Book, p. 66J,
K.T. Glasziou, "ContiJrenta1 Drif t",  6-0-6 Newslettei,  vol 9
( n o  4 ) ,  1 9 8 8 .

Sci.enti f ic Arnerican (1984) 250(Z),41.

i b i d . , ( 1 9 8 7 ) ,  2 5 6 ( 4 ) , 8 4 .

I4II.JNTAIN BUI LDirr'G

The URA,|TITIA Book associates mountain bui.Iding on the west
coast of North and South Arnerica with continental drift. To-
day, nobody doubts that mountain building occurs at the
edge of drifting continents, concomitantly wi.th the suMuc-,,.
tion of the oceanic crust, However virtually nobody believed
in continental drift at the time of uriting (or publication)
of Thc URA.\TIA Book.

Reference: The URAJ.ITIA Book,

SIABLE ELE'IENTS

The uMllTIA Book telLs us that atons with more than 100

orbital elctrons arg wrstable, and quickly decay. Element 101
(l'lendelir.rn) was discovered in the products of nucl.ear fission
in 1952, and was found to have a half-life of about 30 rnin-
utes. Al1 elenents above 100 have since been found to be
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highly unstable. There was no adequate theoretical basis to

nalie such a prediction at the tine of recei.pt or publication

of The URANTIA Papers.

Reference: The URANTIA Book, p. 478.

PI.ANE'TARY AT}OSPTIERES.

The URANTIA Book tells us that Venus has a dense atnosphere

and that the aunosphere of I'lars is of low density. The Rus-

sian Venera 7 space probe measured the aunospheric pressure

of Venus in 1970 at about 90 tirnes the Earth's atnosphere,

and the U,S. l"lariner probe gave the atnosphere of Mars as

1/100 of the Earth's atmosphere. There was no way to predict

or to measure atnospheric pressure on these planets before

the advent of the space probes.

Reference: The LRA}{TIA Book, p. 561 .

I'OTION 0F ltlE i"OON

The IJMNTIA Book tells us that the noon is presently

moving away from the Earth. This has been confirmed by high-

ly accurate radar neasurements. The rate of movenent is about

1 inch per year.

References: The LJRAIIITIA Book, p. 657.

Scienti f ic American 249 (6). 71.

TYCHO BRATIE'S NOVA OF 1572

The explosion of a supernova in 1572 was a brilliant spec-

tacle visible in broad daylight, and became lnown as Tycho

Brahers nova. The URAIITIA Book states that this nova was due

to the explosion of a double star.

The first serious theoretical description of novas and su-

pernovas was presented in the early L950's by Hoyle and asso-

ciates. This theory is still being nodified and expanded.

Nova and supernova occur due to the expl.osion of both single

and double stars. The rernant of Tycho Brahe's supeinova was

rediscovered in 1952 by use of the recently invented radio-

telescope, but could not be shown to be due to a double star

explosion until it was extensively napped by the orbiting

Ejrstein X-ray obsewatory in 1967.

References: The URANTIA Book, p. 458.

URANTIA Brotherhood Bulletinj "Nova of 1572 Explained"

CRAS NEBULA

The UR.A.I'ITIA Book tells us that there is a lone star at the

centre of the Crab Nebula which is the nother sphere, and

had its origin ir a nova erplosion occurring 900 years ago,

The existence of a nother sphere for this nebula was demon-

strated in 1967 with the detection of a oulsar now loown to

be a neutron star.

References: The IJRANTIA Book, p. 464.

Kaufmann, "The Universe".

I,ltli{T IIIAKES STARS SFlIl.lE

The UMNTIA Paper cormenting on this subject was received

in 1934. It states that the most coflmon source of energy ge-

nerated in the stars cones from the hydrogen-carbon-heliun

reaction in which carbon is the catalvst for the conversion

of hydrogen to helium,

The theory proposing that energy can be generated in this

way was worked out independentty by Hans Bethe and von Weizs-

acker in 1938, and published by Bethe in 1939, and now is ac-

cepted theory.

References: The URANTIA Book, p. 464.

Kaufmann,'The Univetse".

Hoyle and Norliker 'The Physics Astronony Frontier"

AGE OF TI{E SOLAR SYSIFII

The URANTIA Book tells us that the events triggeriag the

formation of the solar systen occurred 4,5 billion years ago.

Up to the 1950's, and based on the work of Edwir Hubble, the

generally acceptd age of the universe was just 2 billion

years. Then Baade's work at Mt. Wilson revealed an error in

ltubb1e's methodology effectively doubling the age of the uri-

verse, and causing great hilarity in the Anerican press in

the 1950's, Most astronomers now put the age of the uliverse

at about 15-18 biltion years, and radio-isotope ilating of

neteoric material puts the age of the solar systen at about

4.6 billion years, which is virtually the sane age as told

by The UR{NTIA Book. \

References: The LJR.A.r,lTIA Book, P. 655.

Kaufmann "The Universe"

BLACK HOLES AI'ID NELI]'R0N S'|ARS

A thirnblefutl of matter fron a neutron star would weigh

about 100 nillion tons. For a black hole, the weight would

be infinitely greater. It is not surprisirg that astronomers

regardedsuch objects as the play toys of theoretical physi-

cists. Then, in the rniil 1960's, the discovery of pulsars and

quasars conpletely changed the picture. The name black holes

was coined in 1968. Prior to that, these theoretical objects

were simply lrnown as dark bodies from which light could not

escape. Current theory has it that the source of novas aq{

supernovas is the gravitational collapse of spent stars. For

stars near the nass of our sun the final result is the forma-

tion of a white dwarf, For stars rnore than about 5 times the

nass of the sun, the result is a neutron star. For stars 25

times the mass of the sun, the result is a black hole. In

the final btast initiatiag neutron star formation, vast qwrn-

tities of tiny uncharged particl.es, the neutrinos, are

released.

The formation of a neutron star is clearly being described

in The LJRANITIA Book @. a7a) where it is stated that the

gravity collapse of nassive stars is accompanied by release

of vast nr,mbers of ti,ny uncharged particles. Such particles



highly unstable. There was no adequate theoretical basis to

nalie such a prediction at the time of receipt or publication

of The LJRANTIA Papers.

Reference: The LJRANTIA Book, p. 478.

PLANETARY AIIOSPHERES.

The URAJ.ITIA Book tells us that Venus has a dense aunosphere

and that the atfirosphere of lulars is of low density. The Rus-

sian Venera 7 space probe neasured the atnospheric pressure

of Venus in 1970 at about 90 tlnes the Earthrs atmosphere,

and the U.S. I'trariner probe gave the atrnosphere of Mars as

1/100 of the Earth's atrnosphere. There was no way to predict

or to neasure atnospheric pressure on these planets before

the advent of the space probes.

Reference: The URAI.ITIA Book, p, 561.

I"OTION OF TTIE NOON

The IJRANTIA Book tells us that the noon is presently

noving away frorn the Earth. This has been confirned by high-

ly accurate radar measurements. The rate of novement is about

1 inch per year.

References: The URAI.ITIA Book, p. 657.

Scienti f ic Anerican 249 (6). 71.

TYCHO BRAIIE'S NOVA OF 1572

The explosion of a supernova in 1572 was a brilliant spec-

tacle visible in broad daylight, and becane }novm as Tycho

Brahe's nova. The URANTIA Book states that this nova was due

to the explosion of a double star.

The first serious theoretical description of novas and su-

pernovas was presented in the early 1950's by Hoyle and asso-

ciates. This theory is still being modified and expanded,

Nova and supernova occur due to the explosion of both single

and double stars. The rennant of Tycho Brahers supei'nova was

rediscovered in 1952 by use of the recently invented radio-

telescope, but could not be shown to be due to a double star

explosion until it was extensively mapped by the orbiting

Einstein X-ray obsewatory in 1967.

References: The URANTIA Book, p, 458.

URANTIA Brotherhood Bulletin, "Nova of 1572 Explained"

CRAB NEBULA

The LJRA}.ITIA Book tells us that there is a lone star at the

centre of the Crab Nebula which is the nother sphere, and

had its origin ir a nova explosi.on occurring 900 years ago.

The exi.stence of a mother sphere for this nebula was denon-

strated in 1967 with the detecti-on of a oulsar now lsrown to

be a neutron star.

References: The URANTIA Book, p, 464.

Kaufmarur, "The Uni,verse".

hFIAT I'IAKES STARS SFIINE

The URANTIA Paper cormenting on this subject was received

in 1934, It states that the nost comnon source of energy ge-

nerated in the stars cones fron the hydrogen-carbon-he1ir.sn

reaction in which carbon i.s the catalyst for the conversion

of hydrogen to heliun.

The theory proposing that energy can be generated in this

way was worked out independently by Hans Bethe and von Weizs-

acker in 1938, and published by Bethe in 1959, and now is ac-

cepted theory,

References: The URANTIA Book, p. 464.

Kaufmann, r'The Universe".

Hoyle and Norliker 'The Physics Astronony Frontier"

AGE 0F TtlE SOI-AR SYSTFv!

The IJRAI,,ITIA Book tells us that the events triggerirg the

formation of the solar systen occurred 4.5 biflion years ago.

Up to the 1950's, and based on the work of Edwin Hubble, the

generally acceptd age of the universe was just 2 billion

years. Then Baade's work at Mt. Wilson revealed an error in

Ltubble's methodology effecti.vely doubling the age of the uni-

verse, and causing great hiLarity in the Anerican press in

the 1950's. Most astrononers now put the age of the wtiverse

at about 15-1.8 billion years, and radio-isotope ilatjng of

meteoric naterial puts the age of the solar systen at about

4.6 billion years, which is virtually the sane age as told

by The URANTIA Book. \

References: The uRAltlTIA Book, P. 655.

Kaufinarm "The Universe"

BLACK HOLES Al.lD NRfl'RON SIARS

A thirnblefull of natter fron a neutron star would weigh

about 100 rnillion tons. For a black ho1e, the weight would

be infinitely greater. It is not surprisirg that astrononers

regardedsuch objects as the play toys of theoretical physi-

cists. Then, in the nitl 1960ts, the discovery of pulsars and

quasars conpletely changed the pi-cture. The nane black holes

was coined in 1968. Frior to that, these theoretical objects

were simply loown as dark bodies from which light could not

escape. Current theory has it that the source of novas ari4

supernovas is the gravitational collapse of spent stars. For

stars near the nass of our stur the final result is the fonna-

tion of a white dwarf. For stars more than about 5 times the

mass of the sun, the result is a neutron star. For stars 25

times the nass of the sun, the result is a black hole. In

the final blast initiating neutron star formation, vast quan-

tities of tiny uncharged particles, the neutrinos, are

released.

The forrnation of a neutron star i.s clearly being described

in The URAIITIA Book @. a1a) where it is stated that the

gravity collapse of nassive stars is acconpanied by release

of vast nLmbers of tiny uncharged particles. Such particles
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are not released in the formation of white dwarfs or black
holes. The existence of these particles (the neutrinos) was
not denonstrated tmtil 1956. The first identification of a
neutron star was nade in 1967.
The URANTIA Book (p. 17J) also tells us that scrne dark
islands of space,' are the remains of dead suns, devoid of
light and heat, and that their density is '\rrell nigh unbe_
lievable". This is a description of a black hole. There are
nany references to black holes in The UMI,ITIA Book as these
are used by the Power Directors to ensure gravitational sta_
bility of many different systems and in the control of energy
flow, In one interesting reference concerning the formation
of our solar system, the Book (p. 655) describes the centre
of the Angona system as a "dark giant of space, solid, highly
charged, and possessing enormous gravity pull,,, clearly a
rcharged' black hole. The theory of charged black holes was
developed i.n the 1960's by Kerr and Newnan, The concept of
highly charged black holes (10 to Z0th volts) has recently
come of age in attenpts to account for the power output of
quasars. (see Scientific Anerican reference)
References: The LJRAITTTIA Book, p.173, 474, 655.
Hoyle and Norliker, "The physics-Astronony Frontier,, (1gg0),
p. 205 (Freernan 6 Co.)
Scientj- f ic Anerican (1988) 258 (4), 45
K.T. Glasziou, to be published in 6-0-6 NewsLetter.

DINOSATJRS

The uMl,lTIA Book states that the renaias of the largest
nonster dinosaur are buried irr North Anerica, Europe, Mrica,
and India, but not Australia, Although dinosaur fossils have
been found in Australia, to date (1ggg), no monster dinosaur
fossils have yet been formd.
Reference: The lJRAlllTIA Book, p. 697.

MRSTJPIALS

The January issue of Scientific Anerican (1985) p. 60 dis_
cusses whether rnarsupials originated in Australia and radi._
ated via Antartica to the Arnericas, thence Europe or the re_
verse. It is stated that the narsupials flourished about S0
million years ago, and corments that proponents of continen_
tal drift thinli that Australia was connected to South Anerica
about that tine. The LRAIITIA Book tells us that the ancestors
of the kangaroos roaned Australia 45 million years ago, and
that 35 million years ago the southern land bridge was exten_
sive, reconnecting the then enormous Antartic conti,nent with
South Anerica, South Mrica and Australia.
Recently nrarsupial fossils have been found on seyrrcur Island
in Antartica. None of this is too zurprising in 19gg, but re-
moDer that when The IRAI.IIIA Book was published, virtually
nobody believed in the concept of continental drift.
Refcrences: The UMI.IIIA Book, p. 694, 695.
Scientific Anerican 1995, January issue, p. 60.

THE RED I'IAN TO THE AI{ERICAS

The UMI,ITIA Book tells us that the red nan crossed frcrn
Asia to Anerica 85,000 years ago. Unti l  recently, most an_
thropologists believed that the Anericas had been inhabited
by hunans for no nore than 12,000 years. This date has been
pushed back to 30-40,000 years.
Reference:  Sc ien t i f i c  Aner ican ,  Z4g, (6 ) ,  lgg5 .  Ib id ,  ZSg(6) ,
2 2 .  1 9 8 8

CO.ITINENTAL DRIFI AND I-AltD ELEVATION

The LJMITITIA Book account of the geological history of our
planet tells us that following the breakup of the supercon_
tinent about 700 million years ago, there have been repeated
cycles of land elevation and subnergence, Between approxi_
nately 400 and 200 million years ago, the periodicity appears
to average very roughly 25 nillion years, with periods of
nuch nore frequent cycling during the Carboniferous and
Cretaceous periods.

changes in sea level have often been attributed to advance
and retreat of the polar ice caps, but this would not appear
to account for the nov€rnents described irr The uRA,r,lTIA Book.
More recently a nechanism has been proposed involving the
accunulation of heat beneath the great land nasses that is
thought to cause the elevation, doning, and brealc.rp of con-
tinents, and their subsequent rejoini-ng. Although the con_
cept has been put forrr'ard doninantly to accormt for trans-
verse movetnent, it also provides a physical nechanism that \
could explain thevertical novenent described in The URA],ITIA
Book account.

The nechanism proposed indicates a relatively slor+build
up of heat, but the subsequent blow off can occur in a nlun_
ber of ways, hence considerable deviation fron sine wave
periodicity would be expected. This new theory will be of
jnterest to UMI.ITIA Book readers who have been puzzled by
its accotmt of the alternate elevation and depressi.on of
continents on such a large scale. (the million year cycles
referred to on p. 691 rnay refer only to the Cretaceous.
There were up to 75 inundations during the Carboniferous.
Alternatively, it may be a transcriptional error)
Reference: 'The Supercontinent cycle". R.D. Nance et al.
Scienti f ic Anerican 2S9(i),  44-51 (f988). ir .

LOOK TO TT{E LIGFIT

No deep darlaress in the world
Can overcome the light;

A single candle flame witt burn
Against the darkest night.

Let all the world of darkness come
Resentments, envies, fears,

Then light the single flarne of love
The darkness disappears !


